UKKCA Badminton Tournament 11th December 2021
Beauchamp College, Ridgeway, Leicester, LE2 5TP
RULES & REGULATIONS
Category
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Men’s Double ( No age limit)
Women’s Double (No age limits)
Mixed Double (No age limits)
Boy’s Under 18 Double
Girl’s Under 18 Double
Boy’s Under 16 Single’s
Girl’s Under 16 Single’s
1) Registration: - Even though the registration is online a consent from
UKKCA Unit President / Secretary must be provided before the tournament.
No registration will be taken after 4th December by 23:59 in what so ever
reason.
2) If at least a minimum of 4 registrations are not there for each category, that
category will be cancelled.
3) There are no restrictions of number of teams from one unit.
4) Those who are playing in Under 18 category (Boy‟s and Girl‟s) cannot play
in Men‟s and Woman‟s double category.
5) Registration fee has to reach UKKCA account by 02/12/2021.
6) Inauguration at 08.30 and game will begin at 09.00AM sharp and we hope
to conclude the event by around 08:00PM.
7) Yonex Mavis 300 Nylon Yellow Shuttlecock (Medium) will be used
throughout the tournament except Men‟s double final, giving a chance to
play in feather (by any chance both teams do not agree tournament
referee‟s decision will be final-Feather Shuttlecock-Victor Gold Championship
Speed 78).
8) Men‟s Doubles, Mixed Doubles and U18 Boys: - All the teams will be
divided into 4 groups and will be playing against each other teams in the
same group.
9) Women‟s Doubles &U18 Girl‟s Doubles - All the teams will be divided into 1
or 2 groups as per the final number of teams in each group. The top 2
teams from each group will move to the Semi Finals.
10) Scoring system (Men‟s doubles, Mixed Doubles and U18 Boy‟s) -All group
(league games ) games in the FIRST ROUND will be played with 1 set of
21points system and Pre-QUARTER FINALS will be played with 1 set of 25
points and QUARTER FINALS will be played with 1 set of 31points.Semifinals and finals would be best of 3 matches. Each Game has a setting of
21 points. SEMI FINAL may be reduced to 3 sets of 15 points depending
upon the TIME limitations.
11) Pre-Quarter is applicable to Men‟s Doubles only.

12) Scoring system (Ladies doubles and U18 Girls Doubles) - All games in the
FIRST ROUND will be played with 1 set of 21 points system and Semifinals and finals would be best of 3 matches. Each Game has a setting of
15 points. SEMI FINAL may be reduced to 1 set of 30 points depending
upon the TIME limitations.
13) First team to reach 21 points in the FIRST ROUND &30 point/25 point in
Quarter final will be the winners. 2 point winning margin is not applicable in
league level.
14) Rank 1 & Rank 2 of every group will qualify to play quarter finals,1-4 Will be
the TOPPERS of each group, 5-8 will be the second teams of each group.
15) Quarter Finals are applicable Mixed doubles, Women‟s&U18 Boy‟s Doubles
(For the U18 Girl‟s doubles, after the first round it is semi then final).
16) All singles game category will be straight semi final after the group
matches.
17) Losers final will only consist of one game with setting of 21 points. (May be
reduced to 1 set of 15 points depending upon the TIME limitations.)
18) If Points, Score difference (Net Point) & Total score are same for 2 teams
from the same group after the first round, then the winner between them in
the first round will qualify to the next stage. (If Points, Score difference,
Total score and winning ratio are same for more than 2 teams from the
same group, then 1 set of 7 point game will be given to all the teams and
the above procedure will apply to find the winners. („Toss‟ system may be
used to select the best 2 teams, depending upon the TIME limitations.)
19) If the shuttle hits the ceiling,it will be given as a let (point will be given to the
opposite team).
20) Bat touching is allowed between the team mates. While serving, „shuttle
touch‟ on the net is permitted. Service on the line is accepted as „in‟
21) Illegitimate badminton shot selection/play is not permitted. For example,
“scoop shot”. In the event of a dispute, referee's decision is final.
22) If there is a walkover / team pulled out - opponents score will be recorded
as 21 and the score of the team pulled out will be recorded as whatever
score they were in,at the time of pullout or „‟0‟‟.
23) U18 means anyone who is not reached the age of 19 which means whose
age is 18 also can be played. Same rule is applicable to U16 too.
24) Format & Timings could be altered for the smooth completion of the
tournament.

Registration Fees as follows
Men’s Double (No age limit) £20 Per team
Women’s Double (No age limits) £20 Per team
Mixed Double (No age limits) £20 Per team
Under 18 Boy’s Under Double £20 Per Team.

Under 18 Girls Double £20 Per Team.
Under 16 Boy’s Under Single’s £10 Per Player
Under 16 Girls under Single’s £10 Per Player
Bank Account details: A/C Number : 01716815
Sort Code : 11-04-46
Bank: Halifax
Use First name with unit name as reference
‘’Tournament referee Abi John’s decision will be final if any dispute happens’’.
ALL TEAMS & PLAYERS SHOULD REPORT BY 08.20AM IRRESPECTIVE OF
THE FIXTURES.
GENERAL BADMINTON RULES ARE APPLICABLE THROUGHOUT ALL
MATCHES.WE EXPECT PLAYERS TO BE FAIR, COOPERATIVE AND SPORTIVE
ON ALL MATTERS.
UUKCA Central Committee wishes best of luck to each and every player.
THANKS
UKKCA Central Committee

